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"American Popular Music is easily the best-written text of its kind on the market today."--Gregory Reish, Roosevelt University. "Starr and Waterman offer the strongest historical narrative, with excellent examples, comprehensive coverage of styles, and an integrated, chronological approach."--Mary Macklem, University of Central Florida. "American Popular Music is easily the best-written text of its kind on the market today."--Gregory Reish, Roosevelt University. Larry Starr is Professor of Music at the University of Washington. He is a respected scholar of American popular music and the music of Ives, Gershwin, and Copland. Christopher Waterman is Dean of the UCLA School of the Arts and Architecture. And you can pretty much attribute popular music to anything on a major label that's dominating the charts. Me? I consider pop music anything that'll put me in a good mood. Robyn has been gone for eight long years, but her music has never been too far away. Not only can her musical influence be heard throughout hits from pop stars like Charli XCX, but her tracks have remained mainstays at clubs, with the likes of "Dancing on My Own" still absolutely holding up. Even though his influence and genre can be heard all over mainstream American music, his sound, especially on the buttery "Peligrosa," will make everyone forget about "Despacito." Let's Eat Grandma "Falling Into Me."
This is one of my all-time favorite books on the history of American music, mainly emphasizing popular music from the beginning of European settlement in North America (and later the arrival of African Americans) up to the 1970s (which is when the edition I own was published). Ewen often adds interesting anecdotes surrounding the songs, songwriters, composers and performers. Read the full-text online edition of American Popular Music: The Rock Years (2006). It strikes a balance between musical analysis and social context, showing how rock and American culture have continuously influenced each other over time. Using well-chosen examples, insightful commentaries, and an engaging writing style, the authors highlight the contributions of diverse groups to the development of rock music, explain the effects of advancements in recording technology, and chronicle the growth of rock music as an industry. The book is enhanced by a rich illustration program; boxed inserts on significant individuals, recordings, and intriguing topics; and well-organized list Even though I have studied American music history and rock in particular, I learned much from this text. However, there are some glaring gaps. To be fair there are only 320 pages but, they just don't do some artist and groups justice based on their respective record sales and concert draws. 70's/80's groups such as the Allman Brothers, ACDC, Bad Company, Boston, Journey, Foreigner, Lynyrd Skynyrd or the genre of southern rock period. Wow, what a huge oversight. But, please not to mention Foreigner and Journey in either the 70's or 80's chapter with all the hits between them strikes me as ridiculous. It would be like forgetting to mention the Stones and the Who in the 60's. It doesn't matter whether you like these groups or not, their record sales say much of America did.